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Abstract Moving from the traditional federated design paradigm, integration of mixed-
criticality software components onto common computing platforms is increasingly being
adopted by automotive, avionics and the control industry. This method faces new challenges
such as the integration of varied functionalities (dependability, responsiveness, power con-
sumption, etc.) under platform resource constraints and the prevention of error propagation.
Based on model driven architecture and platform based design’s principles, we present a
systematic mapping process for such integration adhering a transformation based design
methodology. Our aim is to convert/transform initial platform independent application spec-
iﬁcations into post integration platform speciﬁc models. In this paper, a heuristic based re-
source allocation approach is depicted for the consolidated mapping of safety critical and
non-safety critical applications onto a common computing platform meeting particularly
dependability/fault-tolerance and real-time requirements. We develop a supporting tool suite
for the proposed framework, where VIATRA (VIsual Automated model TRAnsformations)
is used as a transformation tool at different design steps. We validate the process and provide
experimental results to show the effectiveness, performance and robustness of the approach.
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1 Introduction
Design of dependable1 real-time (RT) embedded systems comprises diverse functional and
critical applications and faces a wide range of competing constraints (e.g., cost, space,
weight, power, FT, hard RT and multiple other realization constraints) imposed by the in-
creasing number of applications and their software (SW). Examples of such systems include
automotive, avionics and control systems among many others. As these are often safety-
critical environments, the applications (SW component) are desired toproduce correct output
and preserve the safety of the operations even in the presence of some faults from an antic-
ipated set of faults. Moreover they have to fulﬁll several responsiveness and performance
requirements in addition to functional correctness making the design even more challeng-
ing [1]. Thus efﬁcient and cost effective system design strategies are needed to integrate
these diverse critical applications across limited hardware (HW) resources while consider-
ing the interplay of dependability/FT and RT requirements.
Traditional design techniques such as federated approach [2] are increasingly limited
for developing such systems. Extra-functional properties such as timeliness, FT and safety
are introduced often late in the development process when the design is difﬁcult and costly
to change/upgrade. For example, FT is treated as an add-on requirement in the design pro-
cess. A typical (and costly) approach being replicating the implementation, i.e., a so called
federated approach. Investigations show that this approach fails to produce cost-effective
dependable systems [3]. On the other hand embedded products have become increasingly
complex and must be developed quickly that current design methodologies are no longer
efﬁcient [4]. Therefore integrated approaches are more often advocated where integration of
different criticality applications onto a common computing platform is needed. The impor-
tance and beneﬁts of such approach is evident from the design concept in avionics industry
such as the Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [5–7] as well as such design concept is
currently being introduced in automotive industry such as in AUTomotive Open System
ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) [8] and in [9,10]. In order to ease the design complexity, inte-
grated system design should come up with guidelines, methodologies and tools [11] and
need a stepwise design process. This method for designing embedded systems requires to
specify and design SW and HW separately. The development of such systems also calls for
new forms of abstraction and design methodologies for bridging applications with platform
details.
Theemerging Model DrivenArchitecture (MDA)[12]andPlatformBasedDesign(PBD)
[4] initiatives address such design processes at different abstraction levels. Adhering to these
methodologies and for developing an efﬁcient transformation based system design, we pro-
pose the following guidelines: (i) to start the design by representing the functional applica-
tion development in an abstract form independent from the platform implementation details,
(ii) the selection of the HW platform such that it can support the functionality while meet-
ing the performance and dependability/FT requirements, and (iii) the integration/mapping
of application functionalities onto available platform resources satisfying speciﬁed design
constraints. In PBD technology this is often termed as meeting-in-the-middle process. This
design step faces new challenges under platform resource constraints and needs careful at-
tention such that FT and RT requirements are not compromised. In order to tackle all these
design considerations, new methodologies need to be developed. Moreover a suitable tool-
chain is essential for such design steps in order to be able to design the system in an efﬁcient
and cost effective way. Consequently, in this work we propose a formalization of the soft-
ware job and hardware platform to perform constrained job mapping between them.
1 The terms dependability and fault-tolerance (FT) will be used synonymously in the paper.3
1.1 Our Contributions
Unlike existing traditional design approaches, we consider integration of different criticality
applications using a transformation and mapping approach. Using these approaches and ad-
hering to model-based design principles2, our aim is to convert initial platform independent
SW component speciﬁcations into a platform speciﬁc post integration model (Figure 1). We
focus on mapping different applications/SW components onto shared HW resources sub-
ject to operational constraints. Applications are further decomposed into smaller executable
fragments called jobs. A mapping is deﬁned as: (I) assigning jobs onto suitable HW nodes
suchthat platform resource constraints and dependability/FT requirements are met (resource
allocation) and (II) ordering job executions in time (scheduling). This particular problem is
often NP hard [13] to solve in a tractable manner where a solution can be found in polyno-
mial time [14]. Consequently heuristic solution techniques are often utilized. Also, existing
approaches usually do not address (I) and (II) together. Mostly scheduling is performed as-
suming a predetermined manual allocation. This may not be possible for a rapidly developed
embedded systems where functionalities and complexities (due to large number of design
constraints and requirements) are increasing day-by-day. Thus intuitive mapping decisions
are inherently limited beyond a given complexity. We have developed a heuristics based
systematic resource allocation approach for the mapping in [15]. Dependability/FT and RT
requirements are the prime drivers for our proposed mapping and both of them are taken into
consideration in step (I). The same concept is utilized in this transformation based design
process. Rather than focusing solely on the performance of the algorithm itself, we ensure
separation of replicas to maintain dependability over integration, while satisfying timing
constraints, minimizing interactions and reducing the communication load on the network.
The output of the algorithm is a feasible mapping of jobs onto HW nodes.
Platform independent SW 
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Platform specific post 
integration model (PSM)
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Fig. 1 Transformation based design
The design starts from the high-level abstraction of system functionality which is com-
pletely independent of platform speciﬁc programming details. The Platform Independent
Model (PIM) is created by specifying the functional as well as responsiveness and de-
pendability properties of application jobs. We develop this model for varied applications
(model is given in Section 8.2). The challenging task is to integrate these different criticality
PIMs onto resource constrained HW platform. Our aim is to provide an interactive (semi-
automated) and iterative transformation based design and a supporting tool set for such de-
sign. In the course of the transformation (PIM-to-PSM mapping), applications of different
requirements are allocated and integrated onto common HW resources based on the speci-
ﬁed constraints. The post integration phase is deﬁned in the Platform Speciﬁc Model (PSM),
2 This follow the pervasiveness of these techniques in industry.4
where system functionalities are already mapped onto platform meeting the requirements
and objectives. This model controls the deployment of executables to the target platform.
Over all, we make the following contributions:
1) A novel transformation based design methodology is developed for integrated mapping
ofSWcomponents onto HW. Tothe best of our knowledge thisis the ﬁrsttransformation
based mapping approach that combines both dependability and RT aspects.
2) Relevant design criteria such as classiﬁcation of requirements and constraints, criticality
partitioning, reusability, fault-tolerance, fault-containment, responsiveness, utilization
of bandwidth are comprehensively addressed in our approach.
3) We model functional and extra-functional requirements in the same abstract platform,
i.e., in the PIM. Thus, the extra-functional requirements of RT and dependability/FT are
taken into account at early design phase.
4) Dependability is ensured through replication of jobs with high criticality. We then en-
hance dependability by using fault-containment mechanism and present a schedulability
analysis for guaranteeing the responsiveness/timeliness properties.
5) The marked PIM is introduced in the design process in order to complement the infor-
mation of PIM and HW platform model by designer decisions.
6) Based on heuristics a systematic mapping of Safety Critical (SC) and non-SC appli-
cations onto a distributed computing platform is carried out such that their operational
delineation is maintained over the integration. Our proposed algorithm generates an ini-
tial feasible solution and guides the design optimization in an efﬁcient way.
7) We perform extensive experiments which show the effectiveness (quality of the solu-
tion), performance (reducing the search space and ﬁnding a quick feasible solution) and
robustness (consistent to perform the same mapping over many runs) of our design pro-
cess. A validation of the allocation process is performed as well.
8) We provide a supporting tool set and technologies in a VIATRA3 based framework.
Once all the deﬁned design steps/transformations are done in VIATRA, the PSM of the
target system is generated.
1.2 Paper Organization
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 depicts the
fundamental aspects of our target system design describing system requirements, different
partitioning policies and SW reusability. The system model and problem formulation is de-
tailed in Section 4. The developed transformation approach is provided in Section 5, where
we brieﬂy describe the system design ﬂow. The mapping process is systematically described
in Section 6 including mapping strategies (e.g., providing FT, inﬂuence/fault-containment,
schedulability analysis),proposed heuristicsand thealgorithm. Section7illustratesthe map-
ping using a SC-application from an actual automotive system and provides performance
evaluation of the heuristics. The over all process is implemented in a VIATRA based tool
suite detailed in Section 8.
2 Related Work
Varied techniques have already been used for solving the resource allocation problem, e.g.,
constraint propagation [17,18], inform branch-and-bound and forward checking [18,19] and
mixed integer programming [20]. These approaches typically perform the mapping (alloca-
tion and scheduling) straightforwardly applying the above mentioned techniques. A disad-
vantage of these approaches is that usually they do not put additional efforts to reduce the
search space a priori while solving the problem thus limiting their applicability to handle
3 VIATRA(VIsual Automated model TRAnsformations) isan open source model transformation tool [16].5
only a few constraints. [17] applies symmetries exclusion to reduce the search space which
is more desirable in a homogeneous system. An enhancement of the Quality-of-Service
(QoS) based resource allocation model [20] is presented in [21], where a hierarchical de-
composed scheme by dealing with smaller number of resources is described enabling QoS
optimization techniques for large problems. Tasks replication is used as a QoS dimension
in order to provide FT. In this paper, we decompose our approach into several subproblems
and phases in order to reduce the complexity of solving the problem. We describe this more
in Section 4.2.
The major requirements for designing embedded systems are to meet both RT require-
ments and to provide dependability (FT, avoiding error propagation, etc.). Commonly used
approaches typically address RTand FTona discrete basis[19,21]. AIRES(Automatic Inte-
gration ofReusable Embedded Systems)[19,22] describes the allocationof SWcomponents
onto HW platforms for RT and embedded applications satisfying multiple resource con-
straints. They also provide a schedulability analysis. The method has been implemented into
a Model Driven Development (MDD) analysis tool that evaluates whether those constraints
are satisﬁed. Based on constraint programming, [18] presents an approach to constraint-
driven scheduling and resource assignment. They develop a constraint solver engine which
satisﬁes a set of constraints. However dependability/FT is not considered in any of these
approaches. Moreover when scheduling for RT systems is performed, a predetermined al-
location or a simple allocation scheme is used (e.g., [5]). If the scheduling is performed
without assuming any pre-allocation it may signiﬁcantly increase the computation complex-
ity and can make the problem intractable (cannot be solved in polynomial time [14]). Also if
the allocation and scheduling are considered separately, important information (e.g., consi-
dering constraints) used from one of these activities is missed while performing the other.
On the other hand, usually FT is applied to an existing scheduling principle such as rate-
monotonic or static off-line either by using task replication [23] or task re-execution [24].
Existing all these approaches typically do not address all the constraints or use a limited
fault model where dependability is essential. We apply constraints prioritization [25] dur-
ing the allocation phase in order to satisfy the constraints which also reduces the complexity
to solve the problem. [26] speciﬁcally addresses the dependability driven mapping (focuses
on minimizing interaction) and presents the heuristics for doing the mapping. However the
focus is on design stage SW objects to aid integration. A survey of various SW development
processes addressing dependability as extra-functional requirements at both late and early
phases is described in [27]. Utilizing model-based principle, [28] describes a component
integration method for designing and deploying avionics systems. [29] provides a tool suite
for the design and analysis of large-scale embedded RT systems.
Using MDA and PBD methodologies, we develop a rigorous dependable RT embedded
system design approach considering all the requirements early in the design process as well
as provide a detail description of a heuristics based allocation and scheduling. Furthermore
we provide a new supporting tool-chain for the design of both SC and non-SC applications.
3 Preliminaries
This section describes the functional and extra-functional requirements, partitioning issues
for SW execution and the SW reusability, which are the core criteria for our integrated
system design approach. Based on these descriptions, in Section 4.1 we present the system
model comprising of SW and HW model, constraints and the fault model.6
3.1 Requirements
A typical FT-RT embedded system has to comply to a set of frequently contradicting re-
quirements formulating both envisaged functional and extra-functional properties. The re-
quirements can be expressed by categorizing them as:
– constraints, which have to be satisﬁed in the target design in a mandatory way. Typical
representatives are timeliness constraints in hard RT systems or replication level in FT
systems.
– design objectives, occasionally referred to as soft constraints, can serve as a compa-
rison basis between design alternatives by providing some quantitative characteristics
expressing the level of compliance of a candidate design to the requirements.
A typical set of requirements for hard FT-RT embedded systems may cover the following:
Temporal Requirements: A hard RT system must respect all timeliness requirements
in order to deliver a predictable and deterministic behavior in addition to the compliance to
the functional speciﬁcation. For instance, applications must terminate their execution within
a certain temporal limit even in presence of faults. Classical scheduling theories deﬁne two
types of temporal constraints: deadlines to be kept by the termination of execution of the
individual jobs and precedence relations require a guaranteed termination of a job prior of
launching another one causally depending on its results.
Synchronous system implementation (e.g., time-triggered [30]) is a frequently used
paradigm guaranteeing by principle the fulﬁllment of temporal requirements. Here each
operation gets a time slot assigned according to its worst-case (longest) execution time.
Dependability Requirements: This class of requirements may contain any of the as-
pects of dependability properties [31], which are reliability, availability, safety, security, in-
tegrity and maintainability. In the case of replication based safety, the top priority constraint
relates the number (or cumulated reliability) of replicas to the designated reliability of the
system. The next level constraint formulates the requirement to ensure dependability by de-
sign, two types of requirements are deﬁned. Separation of replicas: replicated jobs from the
high critical applications must be in partitions of different HW nodes and SC and non-SC
partitioning: in order to maintain strong partitioning between applications of different criti-
cality particularly to ensure that SC applications are not affected by the erroneous behavior
of non-SC ones.
Resource Requirements: We deﬁne several resource related constraints under this cat-
egory of requirements mentioned as follows. Some jobs can only be mapped on a subset
of available nodes due to the need of certain resources (e.g., sensors or actuators) and treat
them as binding requirements. The sum ofcomputation times ofall jobs running on the same
processor must be less than the computation capability provided by that processor (depends
on available processor utilization) and the memory usage of jobs cannot exceed the available
memory capacity. Sufﬁcient bandwidth for communicating jobs on different nodes must be
provided by the underlying network (e.g., TTP/C [32], FlexRay [33]).
3.2 Robust Partitioning Policies
Conceptual partitioning means that the boundaries among jobs as well as among applica-
tions are well deﬁned and protected so that operations of a job will neither be disrupted
nor corrupted by the erroneous behavior of another job [2]. This erroneous behavior of a
job can be the result of a SW fault or a failure in a HW element used exclusively by that
job. Partitioning is needed to ensure that SC applications are not affected by the erroneous
behavior of non-SC applications. The main means of achieving robust partitioning is the7
implementation of well-deﬁned and protected damage conﬁnement regions between com-
ponents assuring a guaranteed blocking of inter-component error propagation. The different
policies can be distinguished according to the granularity of the architecture, i.e., the notion
of components they apply:
– Node-level partitioning is a traditional policy adopting the granularity of HW nodes as
elementary construction and fault isolation components. Each (usually highly dedicated)
HW node runs a single functional component of the system. Similarly, replication is
introduced at the HW node level. The same separation principle is used for isolating
the implementations of replicas and SC and non-SC functionalities, as well, by strictly
deploying each function onto a separate HW node. Damage conﬁnement isolates faulty
components.
This paradigm necessitates a high HW overhead due to the redundancy induced by the
architectural granularization for fault isolation. It typically results in an architecture
composed of at least one separate computing node per each individual function inter-
connected by a fabric of point-to-point communication links.
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Fig. 2 High-level model of the target platform shows the partitioning concepts and the appli-
cation execution environment
– Processor level physical partitioning is a modiﬁed version of node-level partitioning
for nodes embedding multiprocessors for a higher computational power. The loose cou-
pling between processors provides a basic inter-processor isolation to take processors
as partitioning units, while sharing the remaining (less critical) shared resources such as
external communication channels or other I/O interfaces. This is shown in Option 1 in
Figure 2. This conﬁguration gives the provision of assigning SC and non-SC applica-
tions onto different processor cores on the same HW node so that the inﬂuence4 from
non-SC to SC applications are prohibited by design.
However the feasibility of the principle of system composition of dedicated parts is lim-
ited in scope for ever increasing function complexity of embedded systems. A large
number of HW components interconnected by a complex fabric becomes prohibitively
4 Inﬂuence is the probability of error propagation between modules where a module can be an application,
a job, a processor core or a node.8
expensive from the point of view of resource use, power consumption and space/weight.
Moreover the high level of redundancy rapidly results in reduced overall system reliabil-
ity despite the increase in component reliability as induced by technology development.
This paradigm necessitates the use of a high-level of HW redundancy. The architectural
granularization results in architectures composed of at least one separate computing
node per function interconnected by a fabric of point-to-point communication links.
– Job level partitioning policies use a ﬁner granular approach by taking jobs as alloca-
tion and replication units. It allows HW resource sharing by the deployment of multiple
functions (implemented as isolated SW jobs) onto the same HW component (option 2).
They provide each job with a certain amount of computational time and memory re-
sources for an exclusive use called the partition for the job (Figure 2). Typically, bus
organized communication channels interconnect the HW nodes. Safety of the systems is
stillbasedon replication of the critical parts.The operating system(OS)service provider
(kernel) layer (Figure 2), is used to virtualize the CPU, dividing it into protected parti-
tions (shown as A, B, etc.), inside which a job executes. In a non-SC partition more
than one job can run. The service interface encapsulates the OS services to the speciﬁc
job running in that partition. The OS kernel layer supports the intra-nodes processor
communication.
Resource sharing is obviously beneﬁcial from the view point of cost reduction, but inter-
job isolation becomes crucial for safety. Partitioning mechanisms [2] in each shared proces-
sor have to exclude both erroneous spatial interactions (e.g., error propagation via shared
resources between jobs) and temporal ones (e.g., starvation of a job caused by another one
stealing its processor time). Isolation of the jobs is carried out by means of the standard
support mechanism built-in into most modern processors, like memory segmentation in the
Memory Management Unit (MMU) further enforced by specialized HW and OS, like [2].
Strict spatial and temporal isolation is provided in platforms intended for SC applications
(like TTP) by means of extra HW units assuring FT for each main isolation-related function-
ality both in the multitasking run-time environment and in the communication infrastructure
over shared buses. However in this paper we provide the notion of reducing error propaga-
tion during integration so that the partitioning will be less reliant on the use of OS and other
partitioning mechanisms.
3.3 Component Reusability
Reuse of existing components is a key approach aimed at reducing development and man-
ufacturing times and costs. An efﬁcient workﬂow covering all phases of the development
process (design, component integration, validation and testing, certiﬁcation) is one of the
key factors in the reduction of development and manufacturing costs and time.
– As job level partitioning loses the dependence on the level of dedication of the HW
platforms, they may increasingly become of a generic type, thus supporting the reuse of
COTS and other legacy components. Automotive, avionics, control and seaborne sys-
tems are representative examples of SC systems relying on a rapidly growing number of
SW components and a HW component integration system design paradigm.
– Another evolving form of reuse is that of the intellectual property. While the change
in the functionality offered by subsequently developed members of a product family
follows typically an evolutionary path, their implementations can drastically differ due
to the revolutionary changes in the HW platform technology background.
Note, that there is an interesting interplay between reusability and robust partitioning in
building SC systems [6]. As the core concept of robust partitioning is a strict componentiza-9
tion assigning a single partition to each individual functionality to be executed, modiﬁcation
of a functional component inﬂuences only those ones, which are in an explicit functional
interdependence with it. As side effect freedom is guaranteed by principle with respect to
other ones, robust partitioning facilitatesthe reuse, modiﬁcation, debugging, integration, and
certiﬁcation of components.
4 System Model and Problem Statement
This section presents the system design models (SW and HW models, constraints and the
fault models) and the problem formulation.
4.1 System Model
The system model is decomposed into several models described as follows. The SW model
presents the functional and extra-functional requirements of jobs and the HW model is the
physical execution platform for those jobs. The fault model depicts the types of faults and
their causes, whereas constraints deﬁne the possible solution space. The rest of this section
details characteristics of the different models.
SW Model: The PIM of a hard RT application has to be enriched with the speciﬁca-
tion of temporal and dependability related requirements controlling its mapping to the PSM.
This section presents the description of the properties of jobs and mathematical formula-
tion in order to serve as a reference basis for the description of the PIM-to-PSM mapping
algorithms, while Section 8.2 will address the SW technology context.
The designated functionality of the target system can be characterized by its respective
HW resource demand, SW models, and the anticipated fault models associated with them.
The SW model consists of a set of job types J = { j1,..., jn}. Jobs represent the smallest
executable SW fragments with basic communication capabilities for inter-job information
exchange. Each job type ji has the following attributes associated to it:
– resource requirements are summarized in a record (represented by the vector ri) com-
posed of the different quantitative descriptors of resource capacity required, like CPU
capacity, memory size, availability of a certain kind of sensors etc.
– degree of criticality (dci) measured as the number of the replicas needed for the partic-
ular job type.
Inter-job communication is characterized by a weighted directed graph (WDG), G =
(J,E), having the job types as verticesV, and an edge between jobs js and jt, if they com-
municate. Timing properties is represented as (ti), which is the triple of ti(ESTi,CTi,Di),
where EST,CT,D are the earliest start time, computation time and deadline of a job respec-
tively. eij ∈ E is an edge between two job vertices (vi,vj) ∈V, which is the notion of both
of inﬂuence (Iij) and communication data (bi,j) (bytes) between jobs. Iij denotes the cumu-
lated conditional probability of error propagation from the source job js to the target job jt,
either via message passing or shared resources, assumed, that js is in a erroneous state. bi,j
is the amount of data of the required communication between jobs, for instance measured
by the maximal total size of information to be transferred per execution cycle.
HW Model: We assume a distributed shared platform with a network topology allowing
a HW node to communicate with each other node as shown in Figure 2. A HW node may
contain a single or multiple processors or a processor with multiple cores. The set of nodes
N = {n1,...,nk} can be modeled as an interconnection HW graph that represent limited
HW capability provided by the node processor. The measure of limitation can be in time
(e.g., a certain amount of CPU time is assigned) or in space (e.g., a certain memory region is
assigned to a partition). The OS kernel layer supports the intra-node processor communica-
tion (e.g., by shared memory, buffer). For inter-node communication, nodes share the same10
communication channel to send and receive messages (e.g., by message passing). Jobs are
mapped onto nodes which is represented as ∀i,kM(ji,nk), where ith job ji is mapped onto kth
node nk.
Constraints Model: Constraints deﬁne the conditions that limit the possible mappings
from a dependability, RT or resource perspective. A set of constraints C = {c1,...,cl}
need to be satisﬁed for a mapping to be valid [15]. Based on the requirements presented
in Section 3.1, we summarize the following constraints: (a) binding constraints - jobs that
need to be allocated onto speciﬁc nodes due to the need of certain resources (e.g., sensors or
actuators), (b) FT constraints - separation of replicas to different nodes, (c) schedulability -
maintaining RT constraints and (d) computing constraints - such as the amount of memory
available for jobs.
Fault Model: We consider both SW and HW faults, therefore a fault can occur in any
job, HW node or communication link. The consequence of a fault is an error (deviances
from the functional or temporal speciﬁcation) which can propagate from a source module
to a target module explicitly via an erroneous message sent by a faulty job or via some
shared resource (implicit propagation channel). A single (transient or permanent [31]) fault
impacting any of these shared resources is likely to affect several or all of the jobs running
on the node. In the case of communication link, only transient faults are considered.
4.2 Problem Formulation
The generalized resource allocation problem can be modeled as a Constraints Satisfaction
Problem (CSP),which ischaracterized by a givenset ofjobs J ={ j1,..., jn},a distributed
computing platform associated with k nodes N = {n1,...,nk} and by a set of constraints
C = {c1,...,cl }. A solution to this problem is an assignment of each of the n jobs to one
of the k nodes such that all constraints C = {c1,...,cl} are satisﬁed and objectives are
met. The set of all possible mappings for a given set of jobs and nodes is called the design
space (X) that includes feasible (X
0
) and infeasible region (X −X
0
). The constraint surface
(Figure 3) divides the design space into two regions: feasible and infeasible. Constraints that
represent limitations on the behavior or performance of the system are termed as behavior
constraints (e.g., FT and RT constraints) and that represent physical limitations are called
geometric/side constraints (e.g., binding constraints) [34]. All these constraints are satisﬁed
during the mapping algorithm presented in Section 6.4.
A hypothetical design space is shown in Figure 3, where the infeasible region is indi-
cated by the hatched line. A point x in the design space X represents a mapping of jobs onto
nodes. Points located in the region of constraints satisfaction are feasible points. A map-
ping is either feasible/aceptable or infeasible/unacceptable. A feasible mapping is a solution
which satisﬁesall constraints C. If any constraint is not satisﬁedthen the mapping is infeasi-
ble. The neighbourhood space N(x)⊆X of a point x is the set of all points that are reachable
by performing a move operation (e.g., relocating a job to a different node). This parameter
is used either creating an initial feasible mapping when backtrack is necessary or an opti-
mized mapping both from feasible and infeasible one. Our mapping algorithm presented in
Section 6.4 searches the global space X for a solution in the region of X
0
. It is a constructive
heuristic which creates a feasible mapping for a set of jobs and nodes in every single run of
the algorithm if a solution exists at all. Usually there exist many mappings that satisfy the
deﬁned constraints. Therefore measures are needed to ﬁnd a suitable mapping. The value of
a point is a measure of the suitability of the mapping represented by that point. The func-
tion f(x) is used to measure the value of a point of the design space. For an optimization
problem, which minimizes the value of objectives, good mappings have low values. The
task is to ﬁnd a mapping x∗ ∈ X with the lowest function value, i.e., f(x∗) ≤ f(x) ∀x ∈ X.11
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Fig. 3 Hypothetical design space
x∗ is the optimized mapping from the search space of X. However, guidance of heuristics is
necessary for an efﬁcient search in the global design space and for obtaining an optimized
mapping withless computation cost. In order to prove this we have performed a comparative
study with [35], where scheduling (ordering jobs execution) is implemented and conducted
in a CPLEX based tool. CPLEX is an ILOG software product for solving Linear and Mixed
Integer programming problems [36].
It is already mentioned that the problem is NP hard, therefore, in order to reduce the
complexity we divide the process into subproblems. The mapping problem itself is divided
into two subproblems: allocation and scheduling. First, we create a feasible allocation by
using the proposed algorithm satisfying all the deﬁned constraints including schedulabil-
ity. The algorithm considers the proposed jobs and nodes ordering heuristics presented in
Section 6.3 in its construction. The jobs and nodes are ordered before the allocation takes
place which helps to ﬁnd a feasible solution with less number of iterations (see experimental
results in Section 7.2). During the allocation phase all the constraints are satisﬁed in a pri-
oritized manner in order to be able to create a feasible mapping. If any of the constraints is
not satisﬁed in Step 7 of the Algorithm 2 we perform the backtracking in Step 8. Moreover
the assignment process is divided into phases according to the criticality of applications. In
the ﬁrst phase we consider only jobs from SC applications and after assigning them we con-
sider jobs from non-SC applications. A validation test for the allocation is then performed so
that it can be scheduled. The output of the algorithm derives the basic scheduling. An opti-
mized solution can then be easily found by using CPLEX or any other approaches like [37].
The initial feasible mapping guides the optimization process in an efﬁcient way to ﬁnd the
solution (see the validation and comparative study in Section 7.3).12
5 The Transformational Approach
On the basis of the design aspects and system model presented in Section 3, we now brieﬂy
describe the system design ﬂow within this transformational approach. Section 5.2 & 5.3
describe the consistency check of the input models used in the process and the constraint
handling techniques.
5.1 System Level Design Flow
In this section, we describe the transformation based system design framework shown in
Figure 4. The design process starts specifying the varied system requirements. These re-
quirements can be captured for example by using the technique like in [38]. Once the re-
quirements are speciﬁed they are modeled in PIMs. This high-level speciﬁcation modeling
is completely independent of underlying platform details. The process continues over setting
the HW platform resources and performing the mapping through to the implementation. We
assume that speciﬁcation of PIMs and description of the candidate set of HW resources and
services are available prior a mapping can take place. Essentially the PIM is modeled with
the jobs properties of functionality, computation time, degree of criticality etc. The require-
ments from the SC applications are modeled in SC PIMs and non-SC applications are in the
non-SC PIMs.
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As previously mentioned, properties that have to be satisﬁed in the mapping are mod-
eled as constraints. All constraints imposed on application or platform level are extracted
from the speciﬁcation or deﬁned by a designer before resource allocation can take place.
This includes details such as timing information, memory and computational requirements.
For SC jobs, designer has to specify the required degree of replication in order to ensure
fault-tolerance. Other types of constraints, such as the computational capability and mem-
ory capacity of the computing nodes as well as network bandwidth have to be extracted from13
the platform details. The HW platform resources are modeled using CRD (Cluster Resource
Description) [39] independent from the applications speciﬁcation. It is represented using
a meta-model called Hardware Speciﬁcation Model (HSM) for capturing the resources of
the platforms, e.g., computational resources, communication resources, special purpose HW
like sensors or actuators etc. Based on this HSM meta-model, [39] develops a tool set for
modeling the HW properties where designer can conﬁgure the resources according to their
need. We have transformed this meta-model in the VIATRA framework in order to represent
the quantity of each HW node (e.g., amount of CPU speed, memory, sensor/actuator etc.).
Before the mapping process can start, a consistency check of the input models (i.e.,
PIMs, CRD) is performed (see Section 5.2 for details), that means that checking the feasi-
bility of transforming the input models into a platform speciﬁc post integration model (see
Section 8 for details). As indicated in Figure 4 marked PIM (see Section 8.3 for details) is
used in the design process in order to enhance the mapping process by complementing the
information of PIM and HW platform model by designer decisions.
A crucial issue that comes up at this design stage is the mapping of jobs onto suitable
nodes satisfying all the deﬁned constraints.
A part of such job property descriptors dealing with type matching can be derived di-
rectly from their speciﬁcation. For instance, a job delivering temperature values obviously
needs a platform equipped with a thermometer of range, accuracy and sensitivity conform-
ing to the speciﬁcation.
Another part of job descriptors is related to the quantitative characteristics needed to
the job-node allocation. For instance, information is needed in the form of parametrized job
models on measures or estimates of job code, data size, timing requirements etc.
Here are two typical options depending on the level of readiness of the job implementa-
tion to be integrated:
In the case of the integration of an already complete job (as it is typical for reusing
existing components) these parameters are available from prior measurements. Some char-
acteristics like worst case execution times may need some simple adaptation to the particular
candidate platform for instance due to variations inthe processor speeds indifferent comput-
ing platforms built around the same processor types but having different clock rates. These
types of information are provided in a parametrized form in the marked PIM.
Another case is when the overall system architecture design is performed concurrently
with the integration design. Here expert estimates can substitute the temporally missing
measurement results with a potential post-implementation iteration if the a posteriori mea-
surements indicate an intolerable error in the initial estimator.
Once this information about models and jobs is obtained, the assignment of jobs onto
suitable nodes is performed in the allocation phase applying the algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 6.4.
The outcome of the allocation is used for scheduling which is performed in two phases
as message and job scheduling:
– Message scheduling assigns a certain amount of bandwidth to each node and speciﬁes
the points in time of message transmission.
– Job scheduling is then performed satisfying their timeliness properties.
The infeasibility of the allocation or scheduling indicates an insufﬁciency in resources.
If the time matching constraints cannot read satisﬁed than new times of platforms have to
be introduced otherwise the capacity or the numbers of the nodes have to be increased.
The ﬁnal task of the system level design is to deploy (integrating the PSM data with
the application source code) and to create the executables for the target platform. The map-14
ping process is elaborated in Section 6 and implemented in the VIATRA based tool set in
Section 8.
5.2 Consistency Check
Consistency check is an important input ﬁlter of the process. It ensures that the input mod-
els are valid instances of their respective modeling languages. Usually, modeling language
constraints are deﬁned using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [40]. During the de-
sign of the domain-speciﬁc languages for PIM and PSM, we also used OCL to express
well-formedness criteria. During the language development phase, we discovered that on-
tologies can be used to check consistency of metamodels [41]. Using this technique, the
domain-speciﬁc languages could be validated. As a byproduct, it has been shown that in-
stance model completeness and consistency can also be validated by means of ontologies.
Compared to OCL, the advantage of this technique is that it works both on meta and in-
stance levels. Techniques like in [42] can also be used in order to formally verify the created
models, e.g., verify the platform independent semantics by showing that the system under
test conforms to the speciﬁcation.
5.3 Constraint Handling and Design Optimization
The precise deﬁnition of requirements reduces the design space as they deﬁne constraints
and objectives in addition to the designated functions, that limit the possible mappings from
the dependability, temporal or resource perspectives. It helps to avoid the exploration of in-
feasible design alternatives [43], moreover a properly selected objective function may con-
trol an automated synthesis process to deliver (sub)optimal solutions. Applying the efﬁcient
search methods and techniques for constraints satisfaction we can avoid the unnecessary
exploration of infeasible regions in the design space and effectively guide the search space.
In the following we discuss how the constraints are handled during the mapping and de-
scribe different search techniques employed in the allocation phase of the design process.
The constraints handling techniques are employed during the mapping algorithm to satisfy
the constraints in a systematic manner. We also brieﬂy discuss the optimization aspect.
Constraints Prioritization
The efﬁcient management of a large set of constraints can rely on constraints prioritiza-
tion [25]. Here the system designer assigns priority levels to the individual constraints es-
timating their order to guide the search process of the design space. This technique can be
used for partitioning complex constraint systems into sequentially solvable blocks by ex-
posing causal interdependencies between the individual constraints. For instance, the repli-
cation of SC jobs precedes (in a SC application) all other decisions on job allocation as is
expressed by the topmost priority assigned to the related constraints. While generating a
feasible mapping the constraints are checked as a priority basis to satisfy them on each time
node assignment, i.e., an evaluation is performed for the assignment in order to increase the
search efﬁciency. This assignment evaluation step (described in Section 6.4.1) tries to ﬁnd
a feasible assignment for each job without any backtracking. The backtracking search tech-
nique described below is applied in the mapping algorithm only when there is no feasible
assignment found for a particular job assignment on the available nodes, i.e., a dead-end is
reached. The backtracking is seldom needed when search procedures integrate prioritization
of constraints together with the ordering heuristics.15
Backtracking
This mechanism enables us to undo some previous assignments in case there is an inconsis-
tency5, i.e., no feasible assignment is possible with the current search path. The backtrack
process goes back to the earlier assignments and changes them to the alternative feasible
ones. One simple andeasybacktracking mechanism isthe chronological backtracking which
systematically changes the most recent past assignment and tries alternative ones. If it is not
possible then it respectively goes back to the next most recent assignment. We have imple-
mented this technique which includes moves like relocate (relocating a job to a different
node) and swap (swapping the nodes between two jobs). If there is no assignments left to
undo, i.e., search reaches its initial state, then the mapping is infeasible and the process
terminates.
Design Optimization
Different objectives are combined into a single composite function by applying weights ex-
pressing their importance, or reached by using multi-objective optimization techniques [37].
In thisdesign process, optimization isprimarily realizedby using the ordering heuristics. We
assign jobs according to the heuristic of reducing inﬂuences so that the algorithm can ﬁnd a
local optimized solution. However, there can be more than one feasible mapping and even
more than one optimized mapping, so we need mechanisms to explore all the feasible re-
gions and consideration of different variables for global optimized solution. In order to ﬁnd
a global or near-optimal solution a Multi Variable Optimization (MVO) approach [37] is
used. We have used inﬂuence, scheduling length and bandwidth utilization as objectives.
Given the prime focus on designing SC systems the quantiﬁcation of inﬂuence is described
in detail in this paper. The tool presented in [35] is used to compare the approach described
in this paper and takes throughput (end-to-end deadline), robustness (number of failures),
number of nodes, cost in the objective function during the optimization.
6 The FT+RT Driven SW-HW Mapping
Increasingly embedded systems functionalities are being implemented as SW. However the
availability of physical resources is not necessarily such that each SW component (that is
equal to a job in our terminology) can be allocated to its own HW node. The situation is
limited by physical (space, size), weight and economic constraints. Therefore mapping of
those SW components needs to be performed onto limited and shared HW resources. We
develop a framework which systematically guides the mapping of jobs (SW) onto a shared
distributed computing platform comprising of HW nodes. The main drivers behind the map-
ping are to provide (a) FT assuring a certain level of dependability desired by the user, (b)
to enhance dependability by reducing the probability of error propagation, and, (c) to satisfy
the timeliness properties (RT) through schedulability analysis. Other requirements and con-
straints, e.g., satisfaction of need of certain resources, desire to reduce the communication
load on network etc. are also taken into account to ensure a valid suitable mapping.
We develop an iterative mapping algorithm presented in Section 6.4. The algorithm em-
ploys various mapping strategies together with the job and node ordering heuristics. Heuris-
tics are used to create feasible mapping for a reduced number of backtrackings, or no back-
tracking if an optimal ordering can be obtained [44]. The idea behind our heuristics is to or-
der the jobs and the nodes to facilitate the recursive assignment. Jobs are ordered so that the
most conﬂicting and most constrained jobs are handled ﬁrst. Similarly, the nodes which al-
low the most assignments are ordered ﬁrst.For example anode attachedwithsensor/actuator
5 An assignment when it does not violate any constraints is said to be consistent.16
will be preferred at the beginning of node ordering so that a job needs sensor/actuator can
be assigned without exploring further nodes. In the algorithm, we start by assigning the ﬁrst
job from the ordered list onto the ﬁrst node from the ordered nodes and continue until all
jobs have been assigned. While doing the mapping the constraints are checked in a priority
basis to satisfy them on each time node assignment, i.e., an evaluation and a consistency
enforcing [44] is performed for the assignment. The proposed heuristics and the algorithm
are implemented (in VIATRA) in the allocation phase of the tool-chain.
6.1 Basis of the Mapping
We now outline the strategies that drive the PIM-to-PSM mapping considering both FT and
RT constraints. On the basis of the requirements and models presented in Section 3, we start
sequentially by discussing the strategies for ensuring FT, followed by discussions on the
desire to reduce sensitivity to errors by inﬂuence reduction. Next, the schedulability anal-
ysis is discussed. The strategies presented here are subsequently employed in the mapping
algorithm presented in Section 6.4.
6.1.1 FT Schemes
Traditionally FT predominantly utilized HW based redundancy, e.g., Multi-computer Archi-
tecture for Fault Tolerance (MAFT) [45], Maintainable Real-Time Systems (MARS) [46],
XBW [47] and JAS 39 Gripen [48]. The active replication based FT is used in order to toler-
ate both permanent and transient faults. Usually multiple HW components/nodes are formed
as a single unit called as fault tolerant unit (FTU) in order to tolerate either one permanent
and/or one transient fault. When a node detects a fault, it falls silent and other replica nodes
provide the necessary services. In these approaches adding a new function requires adding
a new HW node which is needed to be further replicated to provide FT. Hence this method
of redundancy incurs high HW costs for adding new functionalities.
Thus, in distributed hard RT systems, FT is usually achieved through active SW or tim-
ing redundancy. In case of active replication, critical SW components/jobs in the system are
replicated and the replicas perform their services in parallel [49]. The technique employs
replica deterministic agreement protocols, e.g., assure that all replicas start with the same
initial state and perform the same computation. For timing redundancy, once there is a fault
during the primary execution of a job it repeats the execution. The FT scheme presented
in this paper ensures dependability through replication of jobs from SC applications. FT is
provided by allocating replicas of jobs onto distinct nodes and either having recovery repli-
cas to take over when a failure is detected, or use voting to mask the failure of a job. As
the jobs from an application may not be equally critical, all jobs from a single application
do not need to be replicated to an equal level. The degree of replication of jobs is speci-
ﬁed by the system designer based on the necessary level of criticality, e.g., derived from
the safety integrity level or from the speciﬁcations of the system or from the experimental
vulnerability analysis [50] results. If the user sets a criticality degree (usually based on the
knowledge and complexity of the application) uniformly on an application, all the jobs from
that application have to be replicated equally. Replication of critical jobs makes the system
more dependable. However overprotection leads to brute replication that may in turn come
at the expense of increased hardware cost, power and schedulability. Thus a suitable degree
of criticality needs to be set for each application jobs.
We have also investigated different techniques complementing replication for FT, such
as re-execution, checkpointing [51] or roll-back recovery and the interplay of these tech-
niques [52]. These recovery techniques are based on timing redundancy. The desired FT
techniques depend on the considered fault model and also depend on particular application17
requirements. If an application needs to tolerate a permanent fault it has to be replicated in
spatialdomain. Onthe otherhandifitneedstotolerateonly transientfaults thenre-execution
or checkpointing would be sufﬁcient given that deadlines are not violated. Figure 5 shows
the trade-off between different redundancy based FT techniques such as spatial andtemporal
redundancy, where the systemtolerates 2transient faults.Prior toexecuting anyFT schemes,
the faults need to be detected. The fault detection process detects the existence of faults in
the systemeitherimplemented withthe FT schemes or implemented separately. Examples of
fault detection techniques include signatures, HW watchdogs, assertions, comparators etc.
The overheads in time for fault detection and recovery always need to be considered with
the execution time of particular application job. As we see from the Figure 5 (a) that the
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Fig. 5 Trade-off between different FT schemes (a)-(e)
SW based active replication uses more resources while taking less time to ﬁnish the com-
putation. However this conﬁguration tolerates permanent faults. Whereas techniques like
re-execution and checkpointing (and combination with replication) use comparatively less
physical resources, incur large time overhead and are only applicable for transient faults
(Figure 5 (c), (d) and (e)). In the case of primary backup FT scheme (Figure 5 (b)) the main
or the primary job run on a computing node and provide the services until there is a fault.
If there is a fault in the system the backup replica starts executing on a different node and
provide the necessary services.
Inour approach weconsiderSWbasedactive replicationfortolerating bothtransient and
permanent faults. The reasons for choosing active job replication over roll-back recovery or
checkpointing is that while on one hand we consider tolerating permanent faults and on
the other hand in hard RT systems roll-back recovery is often of limited use [43], due to,
e.g.,: (i) as the roll-back/recovery can take an unpredictable amount of time, it is difﬁcult
to guarantee the deadline after the occurrence of a fault, (ii) an irrevocable action which
has been effected on the environment cannot be undone, (iii) the temporal accuracy of the18
checkpoint data isinvalidatedby thetime passedbetweenthe checkpoint time andthe instant
now and (iv) usually a perfect fault detection mechanism and permanent fault free data
storage are assumed which may not be the case.
6.1.2 Inﬂuence Reduction
We strive to minimize the interactions and inﬂuences between jobs and also the communica-
tion load on the physical network by allocating jobs with the highest mutual communication
onto the same node. Inﬂuence isdeﬁned as the probability of error propagation from a source
to a target module. Faults can occur either in the source module or in the communication
channel. The consequence of fault is an error. Shared memory is a typical element poten-
tially causing error propagation between different functionalities. This propagation depends
on the size of the memory they share and how often they access it. Errors can also propagate
through message passing which depends on the size of the sending/receving messages and
how frequently messages are being sent and received. All these error propagations between
any modules are termed as inﬂuence. At an early design stage we are not necessarily aware
of speciﬁc execution environments or communication protocols. Hence, the worst case sce-
nario is assumed in order to design a system for a better cost-performance ratio by giving the
provision of using a less efﬁcient error detection mechanism or less efﬁcient communication
protocol.
The allocation of highly communicating jobs to the same node is beneﬁcial both for re-
ducing the bandwidth and for conﬁning the inter job error propagation within a single node.
In doing this, it is important not to violate FT, RT and resource constraints. The commu-
nication clustering heuristic, which attempts to allocate highly communicating jobs to the
same node, thus reducing the overall communication load on physical network, has been ad-
dressed in [53]. As we consider design of an integrated system where several nodes share a
single network, the communication clustering heuristic is desirable. Between two communi-
cating/interacting jobs, there is an inﬂuence that may lead to propagation of errors from one
job to the other. When communication between two jobs is high, the inﬂuence between them
is considered high as well. If a job is affected by anerror of the node it is running on, it might
propagate errors by interacting with jobs on other nodes. These inﬂuences risk the failure
of multiple nodes and are undesirable. Moreover, messages sending over the network can
cause loss of messages due to transmission error, e.g., in automotive cars electro-magnetic
interferences causes communication failure due to transient errors.
Example Describing the Beneﬁts: We consider an example of an application (similar
to [54]), which consists of four jobs j1, j2, j3, and j4 and need to be mapped onto an ar-
chitecture consists of two nodes (n0 and n1) communicating via a network. The application
and the architecture is shown in the upper part of the Figure 6. All jobs must ﬁnish their
execution by 140ms, i.e., by the deadline of the application. Individual CTs for each job are
shown in the ﬁgure, e.g., job j1 takes 40ms for its execution. A particular job takes the same
amount of CTs to execute on either processor. j1 is a predecessor of j2 and j3, and sends
messages m12 and m13 to j2 and j3 respectively. j4 is a successor of j2 and j3, and receives
messages m24 and m34 from j2 and j3 respectively. A TDMA based network is assumed for
the communication where a TDMA round TDx comprises of two slots s0 and s1. For the
purpose of deterministic message transmissions node n0 and n1 are statically assigned to
slot s0 and s1 respectively. The slot length of the network is equal to 10ms and maximum
2 messages can be sent per slot. The time for intra-communication (communication within
the same node) is assumed to be zero. This is shown in Figure 6 (b) when j1 and j3 are
allocated on node n0. These two jobs communicate through the services provided by the OS19
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Fig. 6 Reduction of inﬂuence and communication overhead
kernel layer while taking a negligible amount of time comparing with the time taken by the
communication channel. We assume that the partition switching time is also negligible.
Figure 6 illustrates that in a typical case, allocating the interacting jobs to the same
node (case b) is resulting in a reduced end-to-end delay and network load, in compared to
a generic allocation pattern (case b). We emphasize the following key beneﬁts (where ﬁrst
two beneﬁts enhance dependability) of assigning highly interacting jobs to the same node:
(1) Restricting the possible nodes from correlated faults,
(2) The probability of losing messages over the network is reduced,
(3) The communication load on the network is reduced (may allow for the use of a slower
but cheaper bus [17]) and
(4) Increases the over all performance by reducing the total execution time (computation
time + time to send/receive messages) of a job since network delays are avoided.
Estimating Inﬂuence
Deviances from the correct state corresponding to the speciﬁcation, or in other words errors
originate either in some local fault of a component or in corrupted measseges. They may
propagate along the messages.
Inﬂuence covers three phases of error propagation as shown in Figure 7 (a), namely:
(1) a fault/error occurring in a module or in a communication link, (2) propagation of the
fault/error to another module and (3) the propagating fault/error causing a cascaded error in
the target module.
In order to quantify inﬂuences, we assume Pe as the probability of error propagation
from source to target considering no corruption over the network and Pl as the probability of20
message corruption over the network. If the message size is large, or the frequency of send-
ing messages is high, then the probability of messages getting corrupted over the network is
high.
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The probability of error propagation from a source (s) to a target (t) is denoted by Ps,t
and deﬁned as follows:
Ps,t = p{error propagation|no corruption over the network}∗
p{no corruption over the network}
= Pe ·(1−Pl) = Ps·Pt ∗(1−Pl) (1)
Where,
Pe = Ps·Pt
Ps = p{error in output of s|error in input of s}
Pt = p{error in state of t|error in input of t coming from s}
Pl = p{message corruption|error on the communication link}
The probability that s outputs an error and sends it to the input of t is Ps. The probability
that an error occurs in t due to the error received from s is Pt. The former indicates how
often s allows errors to propagate out of s and the latter indicates how vulnerable t is to
errors propagating from s. The probability of message corruption Pl can be deﬁned as the
unreliable message transmission over the network, which is calculated as 1−exp(−ll ·
bs,t
T ).
Where, bs,t is the size of the messages between s and t and T is the transmission speed.
Assume that the failure rate of the communication link is ll. exp(−ll ·
bs,t
T ) is the reliability
factor due to message transmissions over the network, i.e, the probability that the messages
are transmitted safely.
We further elaborate on different error probabilities. An error (e.g., a bit ﬂip transient
error) occurs at any inputs of s or generated from any other sources and may propagate to
input of t, where an error may occur. The probability of an error in Iy (the yth input or the
yth source to propagate out of s) is P
Iy
s and is expressed by 0 ≤ P
Iy
s = p{s|Iy} ≤ 1. If there
is more than one input or error sources, the equation is generalized [50] for calculating the
error transmission probability Ps:
Ps =
Y
å
y=1
(p{Iy}/Y)∗ p{s|Iy} (2)21
WhereY is the number of inputs of s and p{Iy} is the probability of occurring error in inputs
or in any other sources.
Measuring by Fault Injection: We now describe an experimental estimation of inﬂu-
ence using fault injection. The error propagation probability is estimated using the following
procedure: (a) in each input Iy of s inject an error (one input at a time, i.e., no multiple er-
rors), (b) observe the state and output signals of s and the state and outputs of t, and (c) use
golden run comparison (i.e., comparing an injection run with a golden reference or the fault-
free run) in order to detect when errors have occurred in either. Let the number of injection
runs where errors in the output of s and in the state and output of t have been detected be
denoted as herr,s and herr,t respectively. The total number of injection runs is denoted as hinj.
We then estimate the error probability as Ps =
herr,s
hinj and Pt =
herr,t
hinj .
Overall System Level Inﬂuence: Considering both Ps,t (comprises Ps and Pt) and Pl,
the inﬂuence for a single error propagation path is calculated as Is,t = Ps,t + Pl. The overall
inﬂuences between a set of jobs assigned together on a node and interacting jobs allocated
on different nodes is denoted as Io
s,t and expressed as:
Io
s,t = 1 − (1−I1
s,t)·(1−I2
s,t)···(1−Ix
s,t)
Io
s,t = 1 − Õ
r
(1−I
r
s,t) (3)
where r = 1,...,x is the number of inﬂuences paths between two modules.
We consider the following example shown in Figure 7 (b) where a job j1 is assigned
to a node n1, and another two interacting jobs j2 and j3 are assigned onto n2. The overall
inﬂuence of node n1 to n2 will be: Io
n1,n2 = 1−[(1−0.4)·(1−0.3)] = 0.42.
Inﬂuences are assumed to be zero for jobs which are assigned on the same node, e.g.,
the inﬂuence between j2 and j3. If all these three jobs could be assigned onto a single node
then the error would contain within that node only. However it is not possible to assign
all interacting jobs onto a single node due to imposed constraints. Also replicas need to be
placed on different nodes which might have inﬂuences with other jobs. Hence, there will be
jobs interacting across nodes. We strive to minimize these inﬂuences as much as possible
for a mapping such that dependability is enhanced by design. Values for error occurrence
probabilities can be obtained, for example, from ﬁeld data or from system speciﬁcation or
by fault injection [50]. The computation of the system level inﬂuence ˆ If is expressed as
follows, which is then normalized, where k is the number of nodes: ˆ If = å
k
i,j=1Io
i,j.
6.1.3 Schedulability (RT) Guarantee
Once the jobs have been allocated to different nodes, the scheduler takes over the task for
generating the execution sequences of jobs. In our approach, the timing constraints speciﬁed
in Section 4.1 are checked during the assignment of jobs, i.e., in the allocation phase in
order to ensure that the mapping is schedulable. When assigning jobs to a processor which
already hosts one or multiple jobs, precedence and deadlines constraints are checked to
ensure schedulability. Such a check was developed in our previous work [15]. However the
deadline of a job sending a message to another job located on a different node must be
reduced by the time for transmitting a message across the bus to accommodate for possible
network delays (TN)(see Figure 8) and the precedence relations have to be preserved aswell.
In this paper, we particularly focus on communication/message scheduling and provide a
measure of network delay by using the time-division multiple access (TDMA) protocol as
an example.22
Scheduling for Integrated Systems: A hard RT system must execute a set of jobs in
such a way that time-critical jobs meet their speciﬁed deadlines [43]. In traditional system
design one function is assigned to a single node and therefore, typically, application jobs
are scheduled on an independent processor, i.e., uniprocessor scheduling. Such types of
scheduling and schedulability analysis have been discussed in [55]. The principal assump-
tion made is of scheduling independent tasks/jobs onto a single processor. However in our
integrated system design, jobs from different criticality applications are assigned onto a sin-
gle processor and jobs from single application are assigned onto different processors, i.e.,
a multiprocessor scheduling. Moreover jobs usually have precedence relations among each
other, i.e., the execution of one job depends on the result from the other. Consequently, new
schedulability analysis techniques are needed [1] which can consider distributed applica-
tions, data and control dependencies, and accurately take into account the communication
protocols that have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the timing properties. For such distributed
RT systems, speciﬁcally the type of systems whose failure can be catastrophic due to vi-
olation of deadlines, static scheduling algorithms are used to build, off-line, schedulability
tables with activation times for each job such that timing constraints are satisﬁed. TTP/TTX-
Plan (for TTP/C and FlexRay networks respectively) and TTP/TTX-Build are commercial
tools [56] employing such scheduling techniques. Using the time-triggered communication
protocol (TDMA as communication scheme), TTP/TTX-Plan and TTP/TTX-Build derive
the off-line schedule for messages and jobs respectively. They are utilized in our developed
tool-chain to generate the scheduling. In order to validate the schedulability analysis we also
use the alternative tool [35].
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Fig. 8 Network delay (TN)
Message Transmission Time: For communicating jobs located on different processors
the message transmission time through the network has to be considered to make the jobs
schedulable. A maximum network delay TN isassumed for transmitting a message acrossthe
bus. This time must be bounded by using an appropriate protocol, e.g., a staticallyscheduled
TDMA protocol. Of course in this case the network delay depends on whether a node gets
access toa TDMA slot for sending messages in this TDMA round orwill have towait for the
next round. This is also utilized in the TTP/TTX-Plan message scheduling tool. A similar
message communication planning can be found in [54] where the authors determine the slot
and the round for a speciﬁc message to be sent. In Algorithm 1, the estimation of TN as well
as the actual EST of allocated jobs are provided. The following expression is necessary to
calculate ESTs of jobs having precedence relations:
ESTi ≥ ESTj +CTj+TNi,j (job i depends on job j) (4)
where TNi,j is the network delay due to message transmission between jobs ji and jj.
We use following parameters in the Algorithm 1. nk is the node which is ready to send
the message over the network and sk is a speciﬁc slot assigned to it. bmi is the size of the23
Algorithm 1 Network delay calculation for messages transmission
1: Function: message transmission(nk,bmi,release time)
2: sk = assigned slot to nk; /*Slot assigned in TDMA round*/
3: round = floor(release time/round length); /*Calculate current round*/
/*Next step checks whether the slot of the current round has passed*/
4: if release time−round ∗round length > startsk then
5: round = round+1; /*Increase a TDMA round*/
6: end if
7: while bmi > bsk −boccupied do
8: round = round+1; /*Increase round if the message size does not ﬁt in this slot*/
9: end while
10: Tni =round∗round length+startsk +slot length−release time; /*Calculate the delay fora jobsending
messages over the network*/
11: return(round,sk,TNi);
12: end message transmission
message ready to send at time release time. Therefore, release time is the message delivery
time of a job. bsk is the size of corresponding slot where as startsk is the starting time of
the slot in a round. For a successor of more than one jobs, maximum delay caused by all its
precedence jobs is used for calculating the actual EST and is computed as follows:
ESTi = max
n
ready(ji,nk), max∀jj∈pred(ji)
￿
ft(jj,np)+TNi,j
￿o
(5)
where ready(ji,nk) is the earliest time at which processor nk is ready to start executing the
job ji. pred(ji) is the set of all predecessor jobs of ji. ft(jj,np) is the ﬁnish time of job jj
in node np computed by the sum of ESTj andCTj. The message transmission delay between
(ji,nk) and (jj,np) is TNi,j. The scheduling length of a mapping can be calculated using the
following expression:
Sl = max∀(i,k){ft(ji,nk)} (6)
6.2 Supporting Data Structures
We introduce matrices for the purpose of ease structuring and implementation of the map-
ping algorithm presented in Section 6.4. The allocation compatibility matrix A is used to
check the usable nodes for each job and accordingly jobs and nodes are ordered. The com-
munication matrix C represents the communication between jobs and is used to determine
the most communicating jobs.
Allocation Compatibility Matrix A: A rectangular matrix Ak×n is used to describe
possible assignment of a single job onto nodes, in such a way that rows represent nodes and
columns represent jobs, where k is the total number of nodes and n is the total number of
jobs. Note that all replicas of the same job are represented using only one column. Each
element of the matrix is ﬁlled with either 0 or 1, 1 if a job ji can be assigned to a node
nk and 0 if it cannot. Restrictions on which nodes a job can be assigned to is the result of
binding constraints and are determined by the use of particular resources, e.g., when a job
needs sensors or actuators.
Communication Matrix C: A communication matrix of size n×n is used in order to
determine the most communicating jobs. Each element of the matrix corresponds to the
mutual communication of a pair of jobs, and n being the number of jobs (counting replicas
of the same job only once). If there is communication between the two jobs i and j, we
use the value Ci,j to represent the total amount of data (bytes) being transferred. If there is
no communication, 0 is used. This means that the communication matrix by construction
will be symmetric. Note that Ci,j denotes the maximum amount of communication possible24
between jobs i and j for one time execution (i.e., the available size of sent and received
messages as deﬁned by the system user).
6.3 Ordering Heuristics
Assignment of jobs and nodes needs two important heuristics for effective solving of the
mapping problem, namely how to decide which job to assign next (ordering of jobs), and
which node to assign to this job. This is similar to the so called variable (job) and value
(node) ordering heuristics which are concerned with the order in which variables are instan-
tiated and values are assigned to each variable. A good variable ordering is one that starts
with the variables that are the most difﬁcult to instantiate (i.e., most constraining variable
ordering heuristic) and a good value ordering heuristic is one that leaves open as many op-
tions as possible to the remaining uninstantiated variables (i.e., a so-called least constraining
value ordering heuristic). In the next section, we provide details on this using an example.
These heuristics can have a signiﬁcant impact on search efﬁciency. No backtracking would
be necessary if an optimal variable/value ordering is achieved [44]. Thus in such a case a
linear time solution for the mapping problem is possible. Therefore a proper and good selec-
tion of ordering can reduce the number of steps to ﬁnd a solution. For creating the mapping,
we propose job and node ordering heuristics which are described in the subsequent sections.
Of course the proposed ordering is no guarantee that backtracking will never be necessary.
However we believe that the proposed a priori heuristics for ordering jobs and nodes is a
viable strategy as a justiﬁcation of ordering heuristics is provided in the next section.
6.3.1 Justiﬁcation of Ordering Heuristics
The algorithm presented in the next section considers the most conﬂicting jobs that can-
not be mapped on the same node, e.g., replicas and the most important jobs, e.g., binding
functionality of jobs ﬁrst which can easily guarantee the feasibility of the generated initial
solution. This consideration is realized by explaining the following example.
Let us consider the following jobs j1, j2, j3 and j4 and their assignment onto nodes n1
and n2. Job j2 is a high critical job and is replicated twice j2a, j2b. We assume that two
jobs can run on one node and three jobs can run on another node with sufﬁcient resources.
Four constraints are deﬁned which need to be satisﬁed during the assignment: c1- due to
the binding functionality j1 must run on n1, c2- j2a and j2b must run on separate nodes in
order to tolerate faults, c3- computational capability and c4- memory resource capacity. The
type c3 and c4 are common/general constraints that are always present in each allocation
problem. They refer to all jobs and therefore do not give us a direct hint which jobs should
be assigned ﬁrst. c2 explicitly refers to conﬂicting jobs, i.e., replicas j2a and j2b and c1
exclusively mentions about j1 which requires a sensor. Thus, j1 and j2 are to be considered
ﬁrst for the mapping. Therefore, we start by assigning j1, j2 and then j3, j4 as follows: (a)
assign j1 onto n1 asenforced by c1,(b) j2a and j2b are assignedto n1 and n2 due to constraint
c2, (c) j3 can now be assigned to either node, we arbitrarily choose n1 and (d) j4 must be
assigned to n2 (due to the resource constraints of the nodes). Now, assume an arbitrary
job ordering of j1, j3, j4, j2a, j2b. The assignments are as follows: (a) assign j1 onto n1 as
enforced by c1, (b) j3 can be assigned to either node, we arbitrarily choose ﬁrst node n1,
(c) j4 can be assigned to any node, we choose n1 again, (d) as enforced by c2, j2a and j2b
have to assign on different nodes but we fail to assign on n1 due to c3 and c4, therefore, (e)
repeated backtracking (or back jumping to step (b) and (c)) is necessary so that either j3 or
j4 can be moved to n2 to create a feasible assignment. When job j1 is considered last in the
order list backtracking is also necessary.25
6.3.2 Job Ordering-Heuristics
These heuristics are used to order the jobs, i.e., to decide which jobs to assign ﬁrst. The
compatibility matrix A and the communication matrixC is also employed in the ordering as
follows:
1a. Create a sub-matrix e A of the assignment matrix A, containing only those jobs (columns)
to be assigned in a Phase6 of the allocation.
b. Sum each column (representing a job) in the matrix e A. Order the jobs in ascending order,
i.e., the jobs with the least possible assignments will come ﬁrst. By considering these
jobs ﬁrst, the search space is likely to decrease since these jobs are the most constrained
(with respect to binding constraints). Ties are broken according to the second heuristic
given below.
2a. Create a sub-matrix e C of the communication matrix C, containing only those rows and
columns belonging to jobs that are to be assigned in this speciﬁc phase. For Phase II, a
sub-matrix e C of the communication matrix C is created, containing both the rows and
columns belonging to jobs that are to be assigned in this phase, as well as those rows
and columns belonging to jobs assigned in Phase I. The reason for including already
assigned jobs in the matrix e C in Phase II, is that jobs to be assigned in this phase belong
to SC PIMs and thus are more likely have communication with the jobs previously
assigned in Phase I.
b. Search the matrix e C and ﬁnd the pair of jobs with the highest mutual communication
between them. Arbitrarily, select one of the jobs in the pair and order that job ﬁrst, fol-
lowed by the second job in the pair. If any (or both) of the jobs in the pair have already
been ordered, just ignore it. Continue with selecting the next most communicating pair
and order those jobs as described, until there are no jobs left. Ties are broken arbitrar-
ily. This heuristic can be applied stand-alone when jobs are not restricted by binding
constraints.
Note that for implementing these heuristics, it is not necessary to create the full compat-
ibility matrix A nor the full communication matrix C. Just the sub-matrices sufﬁce. Further
the sub-matrix of the communication matrix, which is used in Phase I is itself a part of the
sub-matrix used in Phase II. Hence, the sub-matrix of Phase II could be created and used in
Phase I, reducing the number of matrices that need to be created. Also, the symmetry of the
communication matrix (and its sub-matrices) can be exploited in the implementation. In this
case the search for the highest mutual communication pair relies either only upper or lower
triangular part of the matrix e C as shown in Table 2.
6.3.3 Node Ordering-Heuristic
Just as in the job ordering-heuristics, the same sub-matrix e A of the compatibility matrix A
is used for ordering nodes. Nodes are ordered by taking the sum of each row (representing
nodes) in the sub-matrix e A, and ordering the nodes in descending order. By using this order-
ing the nodes which allow the most assignments are ordered ﬁrst. Ties are broken arbitrarily.
6.3.4 Example Describing the Ordering Heuristics
We take an example which consists of four jobs j1, j2, j3, j4 and two nodes n0,n1. Consider
that job j2 needs a sensor and node n1 has a sensor attached to it. Let us assume that the
mutual communication volume within a time period between j1 and j2 is 4 bytes, between
j1 and j3 5 bytes, between j2 and j4 8 bytes and between j3 and j4 is 5 bytes. When
6 Phases (I, II and III) are used in the Algorithm 2 described in Section 6.4.26
the assignment compatibility matrix A is created (Table 1), we see that job j2 can only be
assigned to node n1, correspondingly n1 is the only usable node for j2. Since j2 cannot
be assigned onto n0, we put 0 in the corresponding cell. All other jobs can be assigned
to any of the two nodes. We put 1 in the corresponding cell when a job can be assigned
onto a node. The ordering of jobs will start by j2 and node n1 will come ﬁrst in the node
A j1 j2 j3 j4 å
n0 1 0 1 1 3
n1 1 1 1 1 4
å 2 1 2 2
Table 1 Building assignment compatibility ma-
trix
C j1 j2 j3 j4
j1 0 4 5 0
j2 4 0 0 8
j3 5 0 0 5
j4 0 8 5 0
Table 2 Building communication
matrix
ordering. Ties are broken for other jobs by using the communication matrix (Table 2). Each
cell of the communication matrix is ﬁlled by the total amount of mutual communication
volume in bytes of the corresponding jobs pair. The upper and lower triangular parts of
this matrix is symmetric. Hence during the implementation we only need to search for the
communication pairs either in upper or lower triangular part. We see that job j2 and j4 have
high mutual communication among all the pairs followed by the pair j4, j3 and j3, j1. Hence
the job ordering will be j2, j4, j3, j1 and the node ordering will be n1,n0. If a job appears
more than once in different pairs then from the ﬁrst pair it is placed in the ordered list. If
we assume that maximum two jobs can be assigned on a single node due to the computation
and resource constraints then node n1 will host the jobs j2 and j4 and n0 will host the jobs
j3 and j1. The replicas are not included in either matrices only the primary job is included.
When a job is replicated two times the corresponding communication link of the job is also
replicated and the communication volume becomes double. Only the primary replicas (the
main job) are considered in the communication matrix for their ordering. The other replicas
are not considered as they will be anyway assigned onto different nodes and willdisseminate
messages over the network.
6.4 The Algorithm
The construction of the algorithm is inspired by the established constructive heuristics in
space allocation [57], in course timetabling [58] and by the variable and value ordering-
heuristics for the job shop scheduling constraint satisfaction problem [44]. The algorithm
works in three phases and considers SC PIMs and non-SC PIMs separately to reduce in-
ﬂuences. As a result of component based design, SC and non-SC PIMs communicate mini-
mally, thus they can be treated separately. To facilitate strong partitioning between SC and
non-SC PIMs, we allow that jobs of SC PIMs and jobs of non-SC PIMs can be allocated
onto separate processors or cores on the same node. The jobs are assigned in three different
phases, mentioned below:
Phase I: High critical jobs of SC PIMs,
Phase II: Non-replicated jobs (if any) of SC PIMs and
Phase III: Jobs from non-SC PIMs.
The described algorithm isexecuted once ineach phase of the mapping process. We start
by considering the most conﬂicting jobs that cannot be mapped on the same node (i.e, repli-
cas) in the ﬁrst phase. Throughout the assignment process the most constrained jobs (with27
Algorithm 2 Extra-functionality driven SW-HW mapping algorithm
Input: J :set of jobs, N : set of nodes
Output: alloc : set of job to node mappings
1: J :={all jobs to be assigned in this phase}
2: J := replicateJobs(J) /*Replicate jobs according to their degree of criticality*/
3: J := orderJobs(J) /*Order the jobs according to a job ordering-heuristics*/
/*Section 6.3 provides a discussion of the heuristics used.*/
4: N := orderNodes({allnodes}) /*Order all nodes according the heuristics*/
/*Section 6.3 provides a discussion of the heuristic used.*/
5: ji := getFirstElement(J).
6: nk := getNextNode(N, ji) /*nk is the next node that has not been evaluated already
as a possible assignment for ji.*/
7: if nk = null then
8: if alloc = / 0 then
9: fail/*allocation is not possible*/
10: end if
11: (jlast,nlast) = getLastElement(alloc)
12: alloc := alloc\(jlast,nlast)/*delete last allocation*/
13: J := J∪ jlast/*re-add last job to the set*/
14: goto step 5.
15: end if
16: if assignmentValid(ji,nk) then
17: alloc := alloc∪(ji,nk)/*add new allocation*/
18: else
19: goto step 6.
20: end if
21: J := J\ ji
22: if ifJ 6= / 0 then
23: goto step 5
24: end if
25: stop/*allocation completed.*/
respect to binding constraints) are assigned ﬁrst. Using this ordering and assigning replicas
in Phase I, the number of backtracks are reduced (see experimental results in Section 7.2).
In Phase II, we continue with non-replicated jobs of SC PIMs, they will be integrated with
the replicated jobs of SC PIMs in a way that reduces job inﬂuences. As the lower critical
jobs from SC PIMs are treated in a different phase, it is more likely that there will be less
inﬂuences between them. Finally, jobs from non-SC PIMs are allocated in the third phase. A
high level description of each mapping phase is outlined in Algorithm 2. A detail description
of Step 7 and 8 of the algorithm is given in the following section. Section 6.4.2 describes
the adaptability of the algorithm onto a heterogeneous platform.
6.4.1 Assignment Evaluation and Consistency Enforcing
Before a job can be assigned to a node, an evaluation has to be performed. In this step of
mapping, all the deﬁned constraints are satisﬁed. If the node is empty, i.e., there are no
previously assigned jobs to that node, then only binding constraints need to be checked. If
there are already assigned jobs on a node then apply retrospective techniques. Retrospective
techniques are characterized by the assignment of a job to a node while checking other jobs
that are already assigned in this node in order to avoid conﬂicts. If all constraints hold,
i.e., consistency enforcing is ensured, then the next job is selected. This technique allows
us not to try to assign the replicated jobs on the same node and is also enforced by the FT
constraints. While assigning jobs during Phase I, different nodes are selectedfor the replicas
in Step 6, which signiﬁcantly reduces the number of iterations as well as backtracks to ﬁnd28
the feasible solution. The assignment process does not know a priori before checking the
constraints whether there is a replica already assigned. When a replica job is chosen to be
assigned from the list, a new node is selected for it to be assigned. If the veriﬁcation of
consistency fails, exploration continues with the next node. When all nodes for this job has
been checked unsuccessfully, the backtracking goes back to the most recently instantiated
job, and so on (Step 8 in Algorithm 2). Backtrack is performed by simply swapping or
moving the jobs between nodes. After performing a move, if a feasible solution is found
then the algorithm is continued with selecting the next job from the actual list. If a solution
is not found after backtracking then the algorithm returns an infeasible mapping.
In the case when non-SC applications share the same processor as SC applications,
some optional strategies are possible. After the jobs belonging to SC applications have been
assigned, nodes can be re-ordered in a way that eases the assignment of non-SC jobs. As an
example, ordering the jobs according to the amount of remaining computation capacity of
each node thus better load balancing between nodes can be achieved. Another possibility
is to re-order the nodes according to least memory utilization or nodes having less failure
rate (useful when heterogeneous platform is assumed). All of these re-orderings might also
be beneﬁcial from a dependability viewpoint. Since non-SC jobs will be primarily assigned
to nodes with few/no jobs from SC applications, the separation of SC and non-SC jobs is
likely to increase. This will reduce the likelihood of errors occurring in non-SC applications
propagating to SC applications.
6.4.2 Applicability on Heterogeneous Platform
We explain the adaptability of our algorithm onto heterogeneous platforms in terms of com-
putation and failure rates. A heterogeneous platform may consist of node processors of
different speeds (f) and of different failure rates (lk). Therefore each job may have different
CTs on different nodes and also the failure probability can be different. A processor with
less failure rate is obviously more reliable and more jobs are assigned onto this node so
that the system reliability is maximized. However, this may overload some processors while
other processors are less utilized. In order to tackle this, heuristics like in [59] can be utilized
while applying the retrospective technique in Step 7. The technique is to allocate jobs onto
a processor according to the product of the failure rate and the total time (Tt) required by
the instantiated job and already assigned jobs on that processor. Assign the selected job on
a processor where the product lk ·Tt is minimum. We term this as HetHeus. This heuristic
(HetHeus) provides a better trade-off between reliability and schedulability of the mapping.
Moreover, if a job needs certain level of reliability and only a speciﬁc processor can provide
it then this job should be assigned on that processor. These types of requirements can be
taken into account in the allocation compatibility matrix A described earlier.
7 Evaluation of the Mapping
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, we provide illustrations of dif-
ferent scenarios and the proof of concept of the algorithm using mixed-critical applications
of actual automotive system from industry partners. Several experiments have been car-
ried out to evaluate the performance of the mapping heuristics. The results are discussed in
Section 7.2. Assuming a homogeneous platform the detail assignment policy by using the
proposed ordering-heuristics has been described in [15]. In the following section, we are
interested to show the assignment policy described in the algorithm onto a heterogeneous
platform. This platform consistsof node processors of different computing power and failure
rates. A discussion of how the objectives are quantiﬁed to select a good mapping is depicted29
as well. At the end of this section we present the validation and a comparative study of the
algorithm using an independent tool [35].
7.1 Mapping Illustration
We consider a mixed-critical application consisting of brake-force control (BFC)of adaptive
cruise control (SC application) and mirror movement functionality (MVF) of doors control
subsystem (non-SC application). For the sake of simplicity a part from each of these sub-
systems is considered as shown in Figure 9. The interaction from BFC to MVF comes from
the fact that when the speed of the car is high the door must be locked. As the MVF is a part
of doors control a communication is set so that when the speed is high mirror movement
should not happen. However there is no data and control ﬂow from the non-SC (MVF) to
SC application (BFC) as error occur in non-SC application may propagate to SC application
which is strongly prohibited in our design.
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Fig. 9 (a) Mixed-critical application (SC BFC and non-SC MVF) and (b) after FT scheme
Properties of Jobs and Nodes: BFC is a video-based emergency brake for the collision
warning and avoidance system. This subsystem is decomposed into four jobs j1, j2, j3 and
j4 as shown in the upper part of Figure 9. Jobs j1a and j1b are the replicas of j1 and the
similar type of notation is used for all other replicas. Job j1 is responsible for reading car
speed value from the speed sensor and sends the speed message m13 to j3. j3 is a control
object job for computing the necessary brake force. Job j2 reads distance value of the nearest
object from the image sensor and sends the corresponding value via a message m23 to j3.
Job j3 computes the brake force and transmits the message m34 to brake actuator (BA) job
j4. j4 activates the brakes in order to make the necessary actions to avoid collision. All
the functional and extra-functional properties are modeled in a SC-PIM. The assumed job
properties are as follows: Replication factor: 2,2,2 and 3; EST : 0,0,20 and 45ms; CT :
20,20,25 and 15ms for jobs j1, j2, j3 and j4 respectively. The values of CTs are adapted
according to the speed of the node processor where the jobs are assigned. The inﬂuence
value (calculated using the method deﬁned in [50]) between j1, j3 and between j2, j3 is
assumed as 0.40 and between j3, j4 is 0.30. The message size between each pair of job is
25bytes. All jobs from the subsystem have to ﬁnish execution by their deadline equal to the
period of150ms. The chosen FT schema tolerates one failure (either transient or permanent).30
The MVF is decomposed into 4 jobs j5, j6, j7 and j8 as shown in the lower part of the
Figure 9. Job j5 is a mirror sensor job, which reads the left mirror movement command
and sends message m56 to mirror switch management job j6 of the switch panel. Job j7 is
responsible for moving the left mirror, which receives command from j6 via message m67.
Actuator job j8 actuates the mirror movement. When job j7 receives message m17 from j1
with a higher speed value then it reacts accordingly to prohibit any mirror movement. The
chosen EST and CT values are as follows: EST : 0,20,40 and 65ms; CT : 20,20,25 and
20ms for j5, j6, j7 and j8 respectively. All jobs have to ﬁnish execution by their deadline
equal to the period of 150ms.
We consider a HW platform of 4 nodes and the node processors can have different
computing power and failure rates. The slots s0,s1,s2 and s3 are statically assigned with
nodes n0,n1,n2 and n3 respectively. Maximum two messages of size 25bytes can be sent
from each slot. The above assumed jobs CTs are for the processors of having relative speed
of 1 unit (say for 125MHz). Let’s assume the speed of node processors n0,n1,n2 and n3 are
1,1.25(i.e,156MHz),1.5 and 1.25 unit respectively. Therefore a job assigned on node n1
requires 1/1.25 times less time to ﬁnish the job execution. The failure rates (lk) per hour
are 1×10−5,1.5×10−5,1.5×10−5 and 1.75×10−5 for node processors n0,n1,n2 and n3
respectively.
Illustration on a Heterogeneous Platform: At this stage, mapping of above selected
jobs onto available HW nodes needs to be performed. For this illustration, jobs of BFC are
considered whereas jobs of both applications are considered in performing the experiments.
We describe the applicability of the assignment process to a platform consists of processors
of different computing power and failure rates.
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Fig. 10 Assignment of the example subsystem
We consider the assignment of jobs onto nodes shown in Figure 10. For the ﬁrst map-
ping (Figure 10(a)) jobs are assigned without the guidance of the heuristics. For the other
conﬁguration, according to our heuristics we ﬁrst assign the sensor jobs j1 and j2. We then
apply the HetHeus (described in Section 6.4.2) in Step 7 of the Algorithm 2 for the remain-
ing jobs. The resulted mapping is shown in Figure 10(b). Since all jobs are high critical only
Phase I is executed. Let us consider the case of assigning j3a. We calculate the value of the
product lk ·Tt for nodes n0,n1,n2 and n3 which are (20+25)×1 = 457,(16+20)×1.5 =
54,(14+17)×1.5 = 46.5 and (16+20)×1.75 = 63 respectively. According to HetHeus
j3a is assigned to node n0, which has resulted the smallest product value. Similarly j3b is
assigned to n2. When there is a tie, a node is chosen arbitrarily. We observe that high reliable
nodes (less failure probability) execute more jobs while maintaining the scheduling length
7 For simplicity 10−5 is discarded from the value of lk.31
to a minimum. There always exists a trade-off between reliability and scheduling length.
In order to maintain a better trade-off between them, this heuristic can be applied stand
alone or can also be applied when there is a tie in the communication heuristic. Detailed
consideration of heterogenous platform is part of our future work.
Estimation of TN and EST: We now describe the estimation of ESTs for jobs having
precedence relations. In this case TDMA protocol is assumed as a communication scheme.
This protocol provides deterministic access to the medium by ordering the message trans-
missions statically at design time and thus response time is guaranteed. Each node sends
messages only during a predetermined time interval, called slot (si) and listens to all other
nodes, over a TDMA round. In this example, the slots s0,s1,s2 and s3 of a single TDMA
round are statically assigned to nodes n0,n1,n2 and n3 respectively. We assume that the slot
length is equal to 4ms and maximum 2 messages each of size 25bytes can be sent per slot.
For inter-job communication, it is necessary to calculate the network delay. This delay de-
pends on the type and speed of the network. The function shown in Algorithm 1 is used for
calculating TN and actual EST. For example, job j3a in Figure 10(a) can only start execution
when it receives messages from job j1a, j1b and j2a, j2b. We calculate ESTj3a due to its all
previous assigned jobs and select the highest one. When the delay from j1a and j1b are con-
sidered, j3a can start executing on any nodes at 36ms with a TN of 16ms (used Equation 5
of Section 6.1.3). However it has a precedence relation also with j2. Therefore considering
delay due to j2a and j2b, ESTj3a is at 52ms with a TN of 12ms. As a result ESTj3a and ESTj3b
will be 52ms. In this way actual ESTs are calculated.
Quality Mapping: The metrics in terms of inﬂuence, total scheduling length and com-
munication overhead have beencalculatedforthe above mappings. The valuesare(0.58,92ms,
150bytes) and (0.43,83ms,150bytes) which are corresponding to the assignment shown in
Figure 10 (a) and (b) respectively. These objectives are used for measuring the quality of
the mapping. The overall inﬂuence and the scheduling length have been calculated by us-
ing the formulae given in Equation 3 and 6 respectively. The communication overhead is
calculated by the sum of size of the messages transferred over the network. Both mappings
satisfy all the constraints, i.e, both are feasible mappings. However the mapping shown in
Figure 10 (b) is preferable due to its less overall inﬂuence and scheduling length value.
These three variables have also been used for our optimization framework [37], where the
experimental results show a signiﬁcant quantitative gain.
7.2 Performance Evaluation of the Heuristics
This section presents the experimental results for the proposed heuristics. Different set of
jobs from 10 to 100 are randomly selected. The jobs properties are selected in the following
range: Replication factor ∈ 2,3,4, EST ∈ [0,80]ms,CT ∈ [2,20]ms, D ∈ [14,200], Memory
size ∈ [4,15]MB and Messages size ∈ [2,120]Bytes. All jobs along with their replicas are
to be assigned onto a set of nodes. The memory capacities of nodes are arbitrarily chosen
between 100MB and 250MB. Sensors and actuators are arbitrarily attached to nodes. The
proposed heuristics are compared with existing base line approaches.
The mapping problem is NP hard [13] and usually needs the guidance of heuristic tech-
nique to ﬁnd a feasible solution with least iterations. If less number of iterations is needed
to ﬁnd the solution, it obviously takes less computation time. Our goal is to show how eas-
ily and efﬁciently the proposed heuristics ﬁnd a feasible solution and whether the use of
heuristics needs backtracking, or if backtracking is needed then how often. To show the
effectiveness of the ordering in our approach the results are compared with the basic ap-
proaches where ordering heuristics are not applied. This can be effectively shown by using
the number of iterations it takes to ﬁnd a feasible solution. The computation time taken in32
each case to ﬁnd the feasible solution was in the range of only few seconds. Our observa-
tion on number of iterations including number of backtracks needed to ﬁnd the solution is
depicted below.
Effectiveness of Heuristics: We are interested to show the performance (ﬁnding a fea-
sible solution while reducing the complexity of the problem) of the heuristics. We observe
that our multi-phase algorithm requires less or no backtracking to ﬁnd a feasible solution.
Several experiments are carried out. First the assignment policy is applied with the job and
node ordering-heuristics, we call it Heuristic solution. Second, we considered random se-
lection of nodes which is the Random solution. Third, we consider Thrashing which is a
different way of exploring nodes, where ﬁrst node from the order is tried for every job to be
assigned. If all constraints are satisﬁed, the selected job is assigned onto this node, other-
wise next node is explored. According to the heuristics of considering most constrained jobs
ﬁrst, high critical jobs are assigned in Phase I of the Algorithm 2. When jobs are assigned
in this phase, different nodes are selected for them in Step 6 of the algorithm. Both of these
considerations result a signiﬁcant number of less iterations to ﬁnd the feasible solution.
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Fig. 11 Performance of mapping heuristics (SC applications)
Figure 11(a) shows the number of iterations needed for different assignment policies.
Five nodes are chosen for this experiment. We observe that applying the mapping heuris-
tics takes least number of iterations and hardly need backtrack to ﬁnd a feasible solution.
However this does not guarantee that the backtracking is not needed at all to ﬁnd feasible
solutions while performing the mapping for different sets of jobs and nodes. We applied
simple swapping (swap the nodes between two jobs) and reallocation (relocate a job to a
different node) in the case backtrack was necessary. In case bars touch the highest iteration
line (Figure 11), a feasible solution has not been found for that assignment policy despite
of changing some assignments when backtrack was necessary. In Figure 11(b), the results
found by heuristics process is compared with job ordering + thrashing and with no job
ordering + thrashing. We observe that heuristic based solution require least number of it-
erations to ﬁnd the feasible mapping. In this set up (Figure 11), the number of nodes were
increased with the increasing number of jobs. 5 nodes are used for 20 and 40 jobs; 7,8 and
10 nodes are for 60,80 and 100 jobs respectively.
Figure 12 shows the outcome of the similar type of experiments, which have been per-
formed for the non-SC jobs set. In this case the heuristics also works better than random33
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Fig. 12 Performance of mapping heuristics (non-SC applications)
or thrashing solution. As there are no high critical jobs in non-SC applications, binding
constraints play role in the ordering-heuristics. Four nodes are used for this set up.
Resource Utilization: We have performed experiments in order to compare the CPU
and memory utilization of heuristics process with the random and thrashing policy. We
observe that the distribution of CPU and memory capacity by the heuristics approach is
comparable with the random solution which is almost equally distributed among all the
processors. In case of thrashing, the load (computation and memory) among nodes are not
properly distributed, i.e., are not properly load balanced. The measured utilization is based
on computation and memory available only for applications jobs. Resource consumption for
middleware code and for other services are not included.
Observation: We have conducted similar experiments by using different application
patterns. For example, deadline is set at the application level, therefore, all jobs within an
application have the same deadline equal to the deadline of the application. The estimation
of jobs properties are also varied, e.g., by changing the jobs criticality degree, varying the
computation time, deadline, messages size etc.We observe that our heuristics approach ﬁnds
similar results to those discussed above. This shows the applicability and robustness of our
algorithm on a wide area of applications. Furthermore when we applied the communication
heuristic, most of the communicating jobs are instantiated to allocate onto the same node. If
we allow all these jobs to be assigned onto the same node, it may result poor load balancing
among nodes. In order to tackle this we have applied load balancing technique so that the
loads are properly distributed among nodes. In doing this we strive to assign the jobs equally
among nodes while having the gain on communication heuristic. Load balancing is deﬁned
as the distribution of tasks among the processors such that each of the processor is loaded
with almost equal amount of computation.
7.3 Validation and Comparative Study of the Approach
The result of the allocation process is validated using an independent tool [35]. The tool
supports optimization-based allocation and scheduling of embedded time-triggered systems.
Although, this tool uses mathematical optimization framework [36], it may lack of perfor-
mance in case of large system models, so the tool and our solution proposed in this paper
can complement each other.
The optimization-based tool supports MVO in the scheduling phase, including criteria
such as robustness, extensibility and throughput. The developer can select an appropriate
composite objective function that delivers the needed combination of the target criteria. Our34
method uses heuristics-based search that delivers solutions quickly. This initial solution can
either be validated (proving schedulability), or optimized (to cut the solution space) using
other tools. Our experiments show that the usage of allocation algorithm as part of the input
to the optimization resulted in a signiﬁcant performance gain. The result with less number
of workloads8 shows that in case of optimization the presence of the initial feasible solution
can help to reduce the search space by at least an order of magnitude. The experiments are
done using multiple objectives function as described in [35]. The independent tool is used to
perform the proof-of-correctness of the output of the allocation algorithm for different size
of workloads. However we experienced some limitation while performing optimization in
the tool using large workloads.
Both methods are complementing each other, because (i) the result of the heuristic ap-
proach can be validated and scheduled using the optimization-based method, and (ii) the
basis solution can be used to improve the performance of the optimization [37].
8 The Supporting Tool-Chain
We now develop supporting tools for the developed framework. The tool-chain provides
functionality for SW-HW integration in the SC embedded systems domain. The concepts
and algorithms introduced in the earlier sections have been implemented in an open, exten-
sible development environment. First we brieﬂy present the architecture of the integration
tool-chain (Figure 13) and then describe different implementation steps of the tool-chain
including transformations in VIATRA.
8.1 Implementation
The tool-chainisimplemented ontopofthe openEclipsetool integrationframework. Eclipse
is a Java-based, open-source system that is currently one of the most important open plat-
forms for tool development [60]. As the tool-chain works with multiple modeling languages
and facilitates multiple model transformations, we used VIATRA2 a generic, open-source
model transformation framework [16], which is an ofﬁcial Eclipse extension. VIATRA2
supports the simultaneous handling of multiple models, modeling languages and transfor-
mation, as well as code generation. The model transformation is the process of converting
one model to another model which applies some rules like graph transformation [61]. In this
context transformation of the PIM to the PSM of the same system is performed. The input
of the tool-chain are the PIM models (each containing a single application) in XMI format,
the CRD model (also in XMI format), and the job code information ﬁles (in XML). In or-
der to improve usability of the tool, we implemented a custom user interface that hides the
technical details of models and transformations and shows only the high level information
for the system designer. This way a VIATRA based model space is created.
After the allocation and scheduling are done, all the necessary conﬁguration ﬁles and
source code for the system can be generated. The SW is compiled and deployed using third
party, system speciﬁc C compiler and SW download tools, e.g., TTP/TTX-Load [56]. All
the steps shown in Figure 13 are described in the subsequent sections.
8.2 Application and platform modeling
The primary modeling artifact of the application design process (Figure ??) is the PIM
that describes three aspects of system development. The functionality contains information
about jobs (basic SW components), (logical) sensors and actuators that interconnect the sys-
tem with its environment, and messages that interconnect jobs. The performance (or timeli-
ness) of the model contains requirements for message and job periods, worst-case execution
8 Deﬁned as numbers of jobs and nodes used in the experiment.35
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Fig. 13 Architecture of the SW-HW integration tool-chain
times, and other temporal parameters. Dependability of the PIM describes the dependability
requirements such as the safety criticality degree and reliability requirements. The deﬁnition
of PIM models is supported by a graphical domain-speciﬁc model editor, and a UML proﬁle
suitable for any of the current UML tools. PIMs for speciﬁc DASs are created either by us-
ing standard UML tools. Similarly to the PIM, the hardware model (called Cluster Resource
Description - CRD) can also be deﬁned using a graphical domain-speciﬁc editor.
The behavioral design step describe the deﬁnition of job behaviors. This complements
the PIM by the deﬁnition of job behavior. There are several commercial tools that can be
used for this purpose (like SCADE [62], or Matlab/Simulink [63]).
8.3 Marking the PIM Elements
PIM marking precedes the automatic transformations that generate the PSM of the target
system. Markings are interactive steps that are used to inject additional (platform–speciﬁc)
information that is not already included in PIM or in HSM. This process enables the incor-
poration of human design decisions into the mapping process. The marked PIM, the result of
the marking process, will contain all information that is needed for automatically generating
the PSM. The most important steps of marking will be introduced in the followings.
Job Placement Deﬁnition: In the job placement deﬁnition marking step, the designer
can specify whether a job is running on one of the core nodes, or it is implemented on
an external node connected to the cluster via a ﬁeld bus (these jobs are called external
jobs). External allocation is usually chosen in case of hardware implementation of smart
sensor/actuator nodes, like intelligent keylock modules in cars.
After the job placement deﬁnition, the designer has to manually allocate external jobs
to ﬁeld busses of the system. This allocation is currently a marking, and is not supported
by automation. This decision was taken with alignment of response from industrial partners,
because the allocation of external nodes to ﬁeld busses has usually a predeﬁned scheme, that
cannot be changed.
Application Interconnection Deﬁnition: In this step, the designer can pair source and
target gateway messages to create inter-application information ﬂows. The interconnection
information will appear explicitly in the marked PIM. Each interconnection link has an
additional parameter: whether there is a need for data conversion, or not.
Sensor/Actuator Allocation: The next marking step is the sensor/actuator allocation.
In this step, the designer has to pair logical resources (sensors/actuators) that are deﬁned
in the application PIMs with hardware peripherals of the target platform. This step is not
automated, as the description of selection criteria (sensor/actuator type, accuracy, physical
position in the system, etc.) would require a large effort at both the HW and SW modeling
side.36
Job Compatibility: This marking is the preliminary step of allocation. The designer
has to deﬁne which job is compatible with which node. In case of jobs using sensors and/or
actuators, it is mandatory to place them on the same node as the hardware peripheral they
control (driver jobs) and the marking is done automatically. For ordinary jobs, there are no
constraints on placement. The designer can, however, limit the set of possible nodes for a
given job. This decision can be based on hardware constraints (presence of a speciﬁc co-
processor, or peripheral), or safety criteria (in avionic application, there are physical place-
ment constraint on nodes and SW components). The compatibility marking information is
used to build the compatibility matrix in Section 6.2 needed by the mapping algorithm.
Job Code Information Import: The last marking step of the process is to import the
job code information. This is a feedback from the behavioral design process, and contains
information about the worst-case execution time (WCET) and code and data memory con-
sumption of the jobs. WCET is also estimated in the PIMs, but after implementing and
compiling the job code, it can be measured more precisely. The memory consumption is
calculated by most compilers, and is an important input parameter for the mapping tool.
All the marking steps are implemented as Graphical User Interface (GUI) input forms.
At the end of the marking process, an intermediate model (marked PIM) is built which is an
input of the automatic PSM generation.
8.4 Transformations in VIATRA
Based on the input models and marking information, several automatic transformation steps
are executed in order to produce the PSM of the system. These transformations are executed
in the background, so the designer will see only the results and progress information and
does not need to know about the transformation technology.
Replication: Replication of jobs and resources is the ﬁrst transformation of the pro-
cess. The tool replicates the high critical jobs and places them on different HW nodes to
achieve higher dependability. The most important parameter of the replication is the number
of replicas for a given component. This can be speciﬁed by the developer in the PIM, either
on application, or on job level. It should be noted that the sensors and actuators attached to
the replicated jobs are also replicated.
Job Allocation:
This transformation is the direct implementation of the allocation algorithm discussed
in Section 6.4 using the capabilities of the VIATRA2 graph transformation engine. As all
information required by the allocation is present in the PSM, this transformation works
directly on the PSM of the system under design.
At this point, all information is available that is needed to create message and job
scheduling in the cluster. We decided to use third-party scheduling tools therefore the PIM-
to-PSM mapping process exports the data to the scheduler and then reads back the results.
The ﬁnal step of the whole process is the generation of application glue code and conﬁgura-
tion ﬁles for the OS and for the communication controllers.
8.5 Scheduling Tool Support
Ascheduling toolisnecessarygenerate orvalidate thescheduling tableforthe time-triggered
core network and for operating system instances on the core nodes. It also supports the
designer in exploring several solutions in the design space and helps to design optimized
implementation from RT view. Various tools exist which provide the scheduling of tasks,
such as RapidRMA [64], VEST (Virginia Embedded Systems Toolkit) [65] and AIRES
ToolKit [66]. These tools mainly use the RMA for uniprocessor scheduling. Nevertheless,
as mentioned in the previous Section 6.1.3, TTP/TTX-Plan and TTP/TTX-Build are ex-37
ploited in our approach as an example tools set for scheduling safety critical applications in
a distributed platform. These tools implicitly perform a feasibility test to check whether a
given system assignment is schedulable and perform the scheduling.
The schedulers are executed using input ﬁles generated by the mapping tool from the
actual PSM model. The result of the scheduling is a set of conﬁguration ﬁles for the oper-
ating system and communication subsystem of the core nodes reﬂecting the actual network
and job shceule tables.
8.6 PSM Metamodel
The result of the PIM-to-PSM mapping is the platform speciﬁc post integration model of
the system that contains all information about the SW and the HW components, and about
the mapping of jobs onto nodes. The model is created and stored in the native XML format
of VIATRA that is the basis of the mapping tool. The model does not need to be exported,
as all transformations and marking steps are executed in the VIATRA framework.
The generated PSM controls the deployment task where all the source ﬁles (application
code, middleware code, conﬁguration code for the OS, etc.) are compiled and linked into
object ﬁles and executable ﬁles. Finally, in order to run a system these ﬁles are downloaded
onto the target platform , e.,g., by using the TTP/TTX-Load.
8.7 Proof of Concept Experiments
The methodologies and tool-chain introduced in this paper has been validated with various
system models. The basic validation of the tools has been done using tiny examples (like the
BFC and MVF introduced earlier) given by the industrial partner.
The industrial-grade experiments have been performed (using the same example) in
the framework of the EU Framework 6 Integrated Project DECOS (Dependable Embedded
Components and Systems) [68], where our tool-chain is used by three industrial technology
demonstrators from the automotive, avionic, and industrial process control domains.
9 Conclusions
We have presented a novel transformation based integration methodology and supporting
tools for the design of dependable real-time embedded systems. We performed consol-
idated mapping of different criticality applications onto a common computing platform,
thus designing an integrated system. The functional and extra-functional requirements have
been considered early in the design process, which reduces the design efforts and cost. We
have presented comprehensive mapping strategies for ensuring fault-tolerance, enhancing
dependability, providing schedulability analysis and have implemented them in the tool
suite.Experimental results show the effectiveness, performance androbustness ofour design
process as it considers the following important aspects: (i) uses of job and node ordering-
heuristics, (ii) checking the constraints during the assignment process (applying retrospec-
tive techniques) and are satisﬁed as a basis of constraints prioritization, which reduces the
search space by avoiding exploring infeasible design space, (iii) as the algorithm uses the
ordering-heuristics and run into multiple phases it takes less iterations and less convergence
time, and (iv) the generated initial solution is used to improve the performance of the opti-
mization. The post integration platform speciﬁc model generated by our tool-chain controls
the deployment task of the systemdevelopment process to run executables on the target plat-
form. The implementation of custom user interface enhances the usability of the tool-chain
providing convenient user interface, ease in importing models, one-click transformation,
performing mapping algorithm, generating conﬁguration ﬁles and results. An adaptation
of the algorithm has been described considering issues such as processors having different
computing power and failure rates.38
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